
 

HEALTHCARE COMMITTEE MEETING NOTES 
 6/26/21 

 
TASK FORCE CO-CHAIR JOHN JOHNSON- Welcome everyone to meeting under I-110 
overpass, calls meeting to order at 2:10 PM. Explains intent of meeting as an 
immersion experience with our service providers who provide boots-on-ground 
services. Says there are a myriad of issues involved in this process, including 
healthcare issues. Introduced Melissa Johnson as the person who is the lead in 
organizing the client at the encampment, and says she has done a good job at 
earning their trust. Michael Kimberl has their trust as well, and as many of the staff 
at Opening Doors.  
 
MELISSA JOHNSON, Fearless Community: Melissa is here providing outreach 7 days 
a week bringing these people their daily needs such as food and water, tents, and life 
classes, where they sit in the middle of the encampment and discuss the hurdles 
they face in life, and how to get over them. 
 
CHANDRA: Asks Melissa, what do you do, or who do you call when you have a 
healthcare crisis?  
 
MELISSA: We call the Mobile Response Team, who tells us to call the Sheriff. 
 
JOHN: We are working with Dr. Josephs from Lakeview to get a Mobile Unit that 
works specifically with the homeless.  
 
CHANDRA/JOHN: Suggested getting a van to possibly keep medication in for clients, 
or letting clients keep their medication in one of their vans so they can access it and 
it won’t get stolen.  
 
JOHN: “Dr. Ryan” at Community Health has a lot of the same clients as Opening 
Doors, he has about 10 of their clients. ID cards have waivable fees or low co-pays 
for the homeless, as a reminder.  
 
TANYA: It is her dream that there would be interdisciplinary care team meetings for 
those who are chronic and at higher risk.  She had an addict who might lose a limb 
due to infection one time as a case. 
 
CHANDRA: Community health does have behavioral health services.   
 
Question about Narcan- what do they do for addicts? Narcan is distributed by Health 
& Hope clinic currently, not other service providers. Melissa has a couple doses 
under the bridge but could use more. Michael also has a couple at his location.  
 
MICHAEL: He seems to be seeing an increase in staph infections with clients.  
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